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Abstract—Power quality has been a main issues as far as
2Associate

Compensators (SVCs) or Static Synchronous Compensators
(STATCOM) [1], [4], [5].

electrical power system is concerned and is required to be
examined with caution in order to achieve a reliable electrical
power system network. Reactive power compensation is a
means for realizing the goal of a qualitative and reliable
electrical power system. In this work we try to make a
comparative review of reactive power compensation
technologies; the devices reviewed include Synchronous
Condenser, Static VAR Compensator (SVC) and Static
Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM). These technologies
were defined, critically examined and compared, the most
promising technology is recommended for the realization of an
effective, efficient, sustainable, qualitative and reliable
electrical power network

SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS
A. Definition and Overview
A synchronous condenser is a synchronous device that
produces reactive power which leads real power by 90
degrees in phase [6]. It is a piece of equipment similar to a
synchronous motor, whose shaft is not linked to anything
but spins freely without constraint. Its objective is not to
convert electric power to mechanical power or vice versa,
but to regulate situations on the electric power transmission
grid. Its field is regulated by a voltage regulator to either give
rise to or assimilate reactive power as needed to modify the
grids voltage, or to enhance power factor. The quantity of
reactive power from a synchronous condenser can be
steadily regulated. Reactive power from a synchronous
condenser can build-up reactive current as voltage reduces.
Nevertheless, synchronous machines have higher energy
losses. Most synchronous condensers linked to electrical
grids are rated between 20 Mvar and 200 Mvar and a great
number of them are hydrogen cooled. There is no eruption
threat as long as the hydrogen concentration is kept in good
condition of above 70 %, typically above 91 % [7].
Synchronous condensers were once extensively utilized as a
means of supplying reactive power compensation before the
introduction of power electronic based devices. A number of
synchronous condensers were used in electrical power
systems beginning in the late 1920’s to the end of late
1970’s. Synchronous condensers have been relevant in the
scheme of things in voltage and reactive power control for
more than 50 years. Practically, a synchronous condenser is
merely a synchronous machine linked to the power system.
After the unit is synchronized, the field current is regulated
to either generate or draw-up reactive power as needed by
AC power systems. The device can provide incessant reactive
power control when used with the right automatic exciter
circuit. Synchronous condensers have been used at both
distributions and transmission voltage levels to ameliorate
stability and to support voltages within preferred
boundaries under varying load states and emergency
circumstances [4], [8]. However, synchronous condensers
are infrequently used today because they need considerable
foundations and a significant quantity of starting and
protective gadgets. They also represent a part in shortcircuit current, and they cannot be adjusted fast enough to
balance speedy load changes. Furthermore, their losses are
much higher than those related with static compensators,
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Introduction:
With the main focus shifting on the automation the major
concern for the power players is their ability to deliver
perfect power to be used by these automation devices and
that too at low cost, high efficiency. Thus, the needs to
further promote and explore energy efficient, reliable and
sustainable technology such as synchronous condenser for
reactive power compensation in electrical power systems
[1]. Reactive power (Q) is an expression used for the unreal
power from inductive loads like motor or capacitive loads,
which normally is not so much common. It is widely
calculated in units of VARs, that is volt-amps reactive. In
order to maintain the most advantageous circumstances for
a power system from engineering and economical point of
view, it is very important to always apply the most
advantageous reactive power compensation technology in an
electrical power system [2], [3]. Reactive power
compensation is defined as the administration of reactive
power to ameliorate the production of Alternating Current
(AC) in an electrical network. The idea of reactive power
compensation encompasses an extensive and divergent field
of both system and consumers problems, mostly connected
with power quality matters, since most power quality issues
can be resolved with appropriate control of reactive power
[4]. The basic function of any electric power system is to
convey electricity reliably and at a well synchronized
frequency and voltage. Reliable and efficient Power Systems
WECS is one of the most attractive options among all the
RES Reactive power compensation is an effective technique
to enhance the electric power network, there is need for
regulated reactive power compensation which can be done
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and the cost is much higher when likened with static
compensators. Their merit lies in their high temporary overload ability [4]. Synchronous condensers provide sustenance
for network voltage by maintaining efficient and reliable
operation of electrical power grids through reactive power
compensation and extra short circuit power ability [9].
Synchronous condensers are well accepted technology for
supplying reactive power and remedying power factor issues
in industrial settings. Reliable Power Systems Synchronous
Condensers are precisely designed to meet the requirements
of hybrid renewable power systems. When compared with
diesel generators, they help the diesels in controlling voltage.
In high wind and/or solar times, the diesel generators are
turned off, and the Synchronous Condenser handles voltage
regulation on its own [10]. Synchronous condenser solutions
are being initiated worldwide to play a part in the optimal
use of energy resources and offer grid support for now and
the future, in order to attain a reliable, secure, efficient,
effective and sustainable electrical power supply [11]. The
synchronous condenser capacity is depicted in figure 1.

Fig. 2. Single phase diagram with a synchronous condenser
connected to grid [13].

STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR (SVC)
A. Definition and overview
A Static Var Compensator (SVC) is a thyristor-controlled
(since it is thyristor controlled, thus it is called static)
generator of reactive power, either lagging or leading, or
both. This piece of equipment is also called a static reactive
compensator. An SVC is a high voltage device that regulates
effectively the network voltage at its coupling end. Its major
function is to keep the network voltage constantly at a set
reference point. Some other control characteristics of SVC
are: voltage control, reactive power control, damping of
power oscillations, and unbalance control. The design and
configuration of an SVC device is all the time modified to the
particular project specifications. An SVC is one of the
regulators founded on Power Electronics and other static
devices known as Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
Systems (FACTS) regulator, which is used to improve the
ability and the flexibility of a transmission network. [16],
[17], [18]. Static Var Compensator is a shunt-linked static
VAR producer or assimilator whose output is regulated to
exchange capacitive or inductive current so as to keep in
good condition or regulate specific parameters of an
electrical power system, typically bus voltage. SVC is
founded on thyristors without gate turn-off ability. The
operating concept and features of thyristors achieved
variable reactive impedance SVC includes two main parts
and their fusion: Thyristor-controlled Reactor (TCR) and
Thyristor-switched Reactor (TSR); and Thyristor switched
capacitor. The objectives of SVC design are reactive and load
imbalance compensation, and with the use of traditional
quantities in its regulator, it may be utilized in collaborative
compensation methods for smart grids [19], [20].

B. Types of Synchronous Condensers
Conventional/Traditional Synchronous Condenser: This is
a synchronous motor without any mechanical load. Its field
is regulated by a voltage regulator to give rise to or to drawup reactive power to support an electrical power system
voltage or to keep a systems power factor at a specified level.
Synchronous condensers installation and operation are
identical to big electric motors. After the unit is
synchronized, the field current is regulated either to give rise
to or to draw-up reactive power as needed by AC system.
The machine can supply uninterrupted reactive power
regulation when used with the appropriate automatic
exciter. A rise in the equipments field excitation brings about
the provision of magnetizing power (kVArs) to an electrical
power system. Its major merit is the effortlessness in the
regulation of the amount of correction. [5], [13]. A singlephase scheme with a synchronous condenser is shown in
figure 2.

B. Types of Static Var Compensator (SVC)
Thyristor-controlled Reactor (TCR): TCR is defined as a
shunt-linked thyristor-controlled inductor whose effective
reactance is regulated in a continuous manner by partial
conduction regulation of the thyristor valve. A thyristor
controlled reactor (TCR) is one of the traditional SVC used in
the field of power quality enhancement. With the TCR type of
SVC put together with fixed capacitors, when operating the
system with a small reactive power, almost 100% reactive

Fig. 1. Synchronous Condenser Reactive Power
Capacity [12].
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power is produced at the reactor unit and the general system
reactive power is decreased. It can draw-up sustained
reactive power at the primary frequency of the power
system network, but it delivers appreciable odd harmonics
which could cause many unpleasant consequences, such as;
over currents, extra losses, and noises to telecommunication
systems [18], [21], [22]. One-line diagram to compensate
reactive power and voltage flicker enhancement in power
system comprising Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) with a
thyristor regulated reactor compensation, and fixed
capacitor (TCR/FC) is shown in figure 4. [23]. TCR is also
illustrated in figure 5 and 6. [19].

overall reactance is modified in steps by full-conduction or
zero-conduction operation of the thyristor valve. It has
similar composition and same operational mode as TSR, but
the reactor is substituted by a capacitor. The reactance can
only be either fully connected or fully disconnected zero due
to the features of capacitor [24], [26]. The number of banks
of the capacitor defines the modification of the reactive
power of a TSC [21]. A typical TSC is illustrated in figure 5
and 6. Thyristor-Controlled Reactor and Thyristor-Switched
Reactor (TCR/TSR) Combined: TCR and TSR both comprise
of a shunt-linked reactor regulated by two parallel, reverse
controlled thyristors. TCR is regulated with thorough firing
angle input to function in a continuous way, while TSR is
regulated without firing angle control which brings about a
step change in reactance. TSC has the same make-up and
same operational mode as TSR, but the reactor is substituted
by a capacitor. The reactance can only be either fully
connected or fully disconnected zero due to the features of
capacitor. With different combinations of TCR/TSR, TSC and
fixed capacitors, an SVC can satisfy various requirements to
extract or inject reactive power from or to the transmission
line, The TSR system provides stepped variation of current
and TCR provides consistent variation of current [19], [21],
[26], [27]. To make-up for the limitations of the TSC, variable
reactors are linked in parallel so that the general network
reactive power can be fine-tuned continuously. The
combined type has the merits of both the TCR and TSC, it is
normally suited to a capacitor in a substation for power
system transmission lines, which must regulate reactive
power for both the leading and lagging phases, usually it is
standing by at zero (0) VAR state, and must modify reactive
power speedily when a fault happens on the line.
Appropriate Static Var Compensator (SVC) technology
combinations are normally selected base on several factors
such as the responsibility, minimum adjustment width,
operating efficiency and economy. The diagram of an SVC
combined technology is shown in figure 5 and 6. [19], [21].

Fig. 4. Configuration of a TCR/FC connected to an EAF
[23].
Thyristor-Switched Reactor (TSR): This is defined as a
shunt-linked, thyristor-switched inductor whose effective
reactance is differed in a stepwise appearance by full
conduction or zero-conduction management of the thyristor
valve. Thyristor Switched Reactors are shunt compensators
that can draw-up reactive power. The TSRs operating
principle is simple; it has a delay of one half cycles and does
not generate harmonics. The most general design of an SVC
is made-up of a fixed shunt capacitor (FC) and a TCR. Filters
are conventionally used to draw-up harmonic produced by
SVC design and large industrial loads [24], [25]. A typical
TSR can be seen in figure 5. [19].

Fig. 5. Static VAR Compensators (SVC): TCR/TSR, TSC, FC
and Mechanically Switched Resistor [19].
Fig. 6. Structure of SVC Device, TCR and TSC Combined
(a)TCR and (b) TSC [28] .

Thyristor-Switched Capacitor (TSC): As per definition TSC is
a shunt-linked, thyristor-switched capacitor in which the
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some situation, synchronous condenser maintenance may be
simpler than that of an SVC and a STATCOM. Thus, there is
no defined advantage in maintenance as regard the
technologies reviewed.

STATIC SYNCHRONOUS COMPENSATOR (STATCOM)
The Static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) are part
of FACTS device lineage. Their primary aim is to provide a
fast acting, precise, and adjustable quantity of reactive
power to an AC power system network to which they are
linked. STATCOMs accomplish this by modifying the
magnitude and polarity (phase) of the reactive constituent of
the current flowing into and out-of their AC side. This allows
STATCOMs to regulate the quantity and direction of
movement of the reactive power swapped with the AC
power systems. They are frequently applied for dynamic
power factor correction, such as dynamic reactive power
compensation, in industrial machinery working with large
arbitrary peaks of reactive power needed.

Availability of Spare-Parts: One of the difficulties connected
with maintaining older equipment has to do with capability
to obtain needed spare parts. Advancements in technology
are normally regarded as positive in terms of cost,
performance or both. On the other hand, old technology is
occasionally regarded as obsolete or ineffective, when in fact
it may not be. Considering availability of spare-parts;
particularly beyond twenty to thirty year window, there is
greater certainty of parts and support for synchronous
condenser-based reactive power device.
Overload Duty-Cycle: The synchronous condenser is well
suited to manage overload duty. Depending on the design of
the machine, and ceiling of the excitation system, the
occasional overload rating of a synchronous condenser can
be twice nameplate or more, for several seconds. This type of
duty-cycle favors the synchronous condenser over SVC and
STATCOM technologies.

STATCOMs multiply the power factor of machinery, reduces
voltage variations at machinery input, which prevents harm
to the plant, and minimizes equipments operating costs [29].
STATCOMs can be used for voltage compensation at the
receiver end of AC transmission system lines [29]. Figure 7
shows a Single Machine Infinite Bus (SMIB) system, with
STATCOM connected at the middle of the transmission line
[30].

On the basis of the above review we carry on with the
following discussion.

Technology comparison selection: Here, three
technologies have been examined, selection of the preferred
technology will be made base on the following yardsticks;
Control Coordination, Harmonics, Low-Voltage RideThrough, Maintainability, Availability of Spare-parts, and
Overload Duty-Cycle [5], [8], [31], [32].

To reduce the current rating of the STATCOMs or APFs, a
hybrid combination structure of PPF in parallel with
STATCOM (PPF//STATCOM) is used. However, this hybrid
compensator is dedicated for inductive loading operation.
When it is applied for capacitive loading compensation, it
easily loses its small active inverter rating characteristics. To
enlarge the compensation range and keep low current rating
characteristic of the APF, Dixon et al. [33] proposed another
hybrid combination structure of SVC in parallel with APF
(SVC//APF) in three-phase distribution systems. In this
hybrid structure, the APF is controlled to eliminate the
harmonics and compensate for the small amounts of load
reactive and unbalanced power left by the SVC. However, if
this structure is applied in a medium- or high-voltage-level
transmission system, the APF still requires a costly voltage
step-down transformer and/or multilevel structure. In
addition, these two parallel connected-hybrid-STATCOM
structures may suffer from a resonance problem. To
overcome the shortcomings of different reactive power
compensators ] for transmission systems, we propose a
hybrid-STATCOM that consists of a hyristor-controlled LC
(TCLC) part and an active inverter part. The TCLC part will
provide a wide reactive power compensation range and a
large voltage drop between the system voltage and the
inverter voltage so that the active inverter part can continue
to operate at a low dc-link voltage level. The small rating of
the active inverter part is used to improve the performances
of the TCLC part by absorbing the harmonic currents
generated by the TCLC part, avoiding mistuning of the firing
angles, and preventing the resonance problem.

Control Coordination: Examining the three technologies,
both SVC and STATCOM applications stands for a notable
risk of control coordination, making control coordination a
challenge in SVC and STATCOM devices.
Harmonics: Both SVC and STATCOM technologies produce
harmonics, while the synchronous condenser does not. In
addition to not producing harmonics, a synchronous
condenser can also play the role of a sink for harmonics in a
network were harmonics exist.
Low-Voltage Ride-Through: As far as low-voltage ride
through is concerned , the performance of SVC is not that
promising as compared to synchronous condenser or
STATCOM. Synchronous condensers are a long-standing
answer as reactive power sources that can and do ridethrough low-voltage situations.
Maintainability: One of the biggest disadvantage of
synchronous condensers is their high maintenance due to
friction and wear. Static devices do require maintenance of
auxiliary cooling systems, valve replacements, and control
system upgrades. They need skilled personnel to carry on
the maintenance schedule.
Comparing the three technologies, the anticipated
maintenance and up-keep costs for synchronous condenser
technologies, and that of static technologies are even. In
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Successfully Generates Reactive
Transmission
Grid,”
[Online].
http://www.prnewswire.com
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